
BUSINESS PLAN FOR SMALL BUSINESS INCUBATOR SPACE

This business plan recommends the incubator be structured as a (c)(3). Incubators usually provide office space to a
number of complementary The Small Business Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce reports that.

Within our proposal narrative we will discuss the entrepreneurs and prospects we have met, surveyed, and
served rather than to speak philosophically about our marketing approach for locating tenant prospects. We
will use the following suggestions to get our creative thought processes flowing. How can we position
ourselves, our staff, and board to initiate marketing and sales activities rather than just to react to opportunities
for promoting our program? Do we split our potential customers into vertical segments to help target special
features of our program to customers? The purchase price will be dictated by our calculations. Be judged on
their ability to create new businesses or help nurture emerging companies, not on the number of jobs directly
created. The Association's public awareness activities educate entrepreneurs, public sector leaders,
corporations, and investors on the benefits of business incubation. Are there any clusters of businesses that
appear to be significant or emerging in markets that appear to have a positive near-term future? Many business
incubation programs respond to these income pressures by restructuring their staff in one of the following
ways: Balancing the duties and responsibilities of the incubator manager between facility management and the
delivery of management assistance services to the tenant companies. Incubators that have also received a fair
share of attention are those that target disadvantaged populations such as minorities and women. The vision
expressed, the projects proposed, and the commitment guaranteed, truly set Detroit's proposal apart from any
of the other submissions. These contacts would also refer to the incubator those entrepreneurs who show the
best promise of business survival and who express an interest in facilities which offer an accompanying access
to services. We have to beware of agreements accompanying the acceptance of a grant such as: Agreement to
have tenant companies sign lease agreements with strict employment clauses. Will our marketing materials
focus primarily on what just happened vs. When using this method, we will calculate the square foot rate of
this office at double our normal lease cost. These ongoing workshops provided by the incubator will be
designed to help the program assess the level of entrepreneurial activity in the area as well as to market the
incubator itself. Unfortunately, there are more funding sources available for facility acquisition and renovation
than for service delivery and early stage operational losses. In addition to answering these four questions, we
would identify a minimum of five or more key contact points in the community whom new entrepreneurs can
call or visit to receive information and resources to start their company. How should we structure management
assistance services within the program? According to Washington, an incubator looking to secure these kinds
of CRA-related funds from banks must first participate in the formation of a community group such as a
city-county reinvestment task force. If we plan on accessing federal funds from an organization such as EDA
we will plan on allowing nine months to one year for a decision. Our Target Market In deciding the target
market for our business incubator program so as to know what range of customers we would be likely serving
here in Mountain View â€” California in reference to our niche category as well as all over the United States
of America, we have conducted a market research that would help us in this regard. Like Detroit, Jackson can
also empower itself through the strength of a city committed to a new economic future. Will we actively use
our clients' successes to market to target groups? It is difficult to repay money borrowed for delivery of
services and the early stage operational losses of our facility unless we have a substantial return on our leasing
plan once we achieve a high occupancy rate. Management assistance, however, can be scheduled into a
part-time manager's work week. Seek input from three or four commercial realtors regarding market lease
rates for similar property and set our market value at the average. Banks can fulfill some of their CRA
compliance factors related to their effectiveness in communicating withâ€”and working withâ€”community
groups by participating in the development of a business incubator. Recognize the inevitable tension faced by
the manager, who functions as both advocate for the companies and landlord of a facility. Many business
incubation programs fall victim to sustaining a difficult facility and having client bases that do not generate
user fees sufficient to meet management and office practice costs. The skill to operate a switchboard is rare.
Therefore form the result of the analysis; we are in business to offer our services to the following customers;
New Start-ups in the service based industry Growing service based businesses in need of an accelerator Other
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business incubators Our Competitive Advantage Bulb Business Incubator Inc is being established to help our
clients achieve their corporate goals of breaking into the market, securing investment or getting acquired. Our
future can also be built upon: New economic foundations blending business into the neighborhood, linking
training and jobs to Zone residents, offering real access to new financial resources The proposed Zone's new
vitality can succeed by citywide and regional cooperation. Each section of our Plan can also demonstrate a
commitment to build new bridges across all economic and social sectors, while removing barriers between
citizens, government, foundations, institutions, and our regional neighbors. This would be equivalent to a
special introductory offer. The incubator can also engineer some other CRA-related deals: seed capital and
subordinate loan pools to help meet the needs of minorities and underserved people in the community. It
includes education, taxation, infrastructure, and availability of financingâ€”whether you are expanding or
relocating or creating a new business. This would be included in the needs statement, the policy statement asks
the banks to come with a plan to address these needs. Another edge we have is in the offering of standard
services regulated by international best practices. Weaknesses Our weaknesses lie in the fact that we are
mostly a virtual business incubator offering services to our clients, and this might affect clients who are not in
our geographical location. We not only intend for our clients to work in a conducive and creative stimulating
environment, but we are also paying them well better than most similar start-ups in the same industry here in
the United States of America.


